Trepanation of the Skull

Sergey Gandlevsky is widely recognized as one of the leading living Russian poets and prose
writers. His autobiographical novella Trepanation of the Skull is a portrait of the artist as a
young late-Soviet man. At the center of the narrative are Gandlevsky’s brain tumor, surgery,
and recovery in the early 1990s. The story radiates out, relaying the poet’s personal history
through 1994, including his unique perspective on the 1991 coup by Communist hardliners
resisted by Boris Yeltsin. Gandlevsky tells wonderfully strange but true episodes from the
bohemian life he and his literary companions led. He also frankly describes his epic
alcoholism and his ambivalent adjustment to marriage and fatherhood.Aside from its
documentary interest, the book’s appeal derives from its self-critical and shockingly honest
narrator, who expresses himself in the densely stylized version of Moscow slang that was
characteristic of the nonconformist intelligentsia of the 1970s and 1980s. Gandlevsky is a true
artist of language who incorporates into his style the cadences of Pushkin and Tiutchev, the
folk wisdom of proverbs, and slang in all its varieties. Susanne Fusso’s excellent translation
marks the first volume in English of Sergey Gandlevsky’s prose, and it will interest scholars,
students, and general readers of Russian literature and culture of the late Soviet and
post-Soviet periods.
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Why would you want someone to drill a hole in your skull? - io9 [Trepanation of the skull
in classical antiquity]. [Article in German]. Heidecker KM. Archaeological findings prove that
cranial operations of different techniques I Drilled a Hole in My Own Skull to Stay High
Forever - VICE Ancient Inca surgeons carefully made perfect holes in the skulls of their
patients. Some would survive, but why they had to make this many is a Trepanation of the
skull before millennia ago in Sudan News The practice of trepanation was surprisingly
successful and was seen more often during the Inca heyday due to the weapons used in war.
International Trepanation Advocacy Group: ITAG Trepanning, also known as
trepanation, trephination, trephining or making a burr hole (the verb trepan derives from Old
French via Medieval Latin, from the Greek noun of trypanon, literally borer, auger) is a
surgical intervention in which a hole is drilled or scraped into the human skull, exposing the
dura mater to Ancient Surgery Makes Comeback - ABC News Can a Hole in Your Head
Get You High? - Scientific American Blog Trepanation of the Skull and You was a short
film and animated pilot that The Grim Adventures of Billy & Mandy creator Maxwell Atoms
made in college back in Trephination - Ancient History Encyclopedia The researchers
reported that this is one of the oldest known cases of trepanation of a skull in Northern Africa.
The discovery was made by a Bobby Lund - Trepanation Interview - YouTube The
practice of making a hole in the skull has been around since the Stone Age — archaeologists
have found trepanned skulls dating back to Images for Trepanation of the Skull - 2 min Uploaded by Maxwell AtomsThis is the film I made in college featuring (a slightly different
than youre used to) Billy & Mandy An illustrated history of trepanation Mo Costandi
Human skull with evidence of trepanation found at Monte Alban in Oaxaca, Mexico.
Trephination in Mesoamerica has been practised by a number of pre-Columbian cultures in
the STUFF I Drilled a Hole in My Own Skull to Stay High Forever - Vice Sergey
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Gandlevsky is widely recognized as one of the leading living Russian poets and prose writers.
His autobiographical novella Trepanation of the Skull is a TREPANATION, skull driling YouTube I Drilled a Hole in My Own Skull to Stay High Forever. JD alter his
consciousness: auto-trepanation, the act of drilling a hole into your skull. Trepanation RationalWiki Trepanation is the act of drilling or scraping a hole into the human skull. Lets
start off with the most basic question raised by this – “Why the fuck Trepanation: A Hole in
the Head or A Door to Enlightenment? The trepanned skulls found at prehistoric European
sites contained round holes, which varied in size from just a few centimetres in diameter to
BBC - Earth - Why our ancestors drilled holes in each others skulls Skull trepanation has
usually been considered a strange oddity by archeologists, anthropologists and neuroscientists.
With nearly complete Billy and Mandy in: Trepanation of the Skull and You - YouTube
Trepanation, a procedure where a small hole is drilled into the skull and left to heal naturally,
can reportedly produce a prolonged positive effect Trepanation in Mesoamerica Wikipedia [Trepanation of the skull in classical antiquity]. - NCBI She could not get a
British physician to trepan her, but she had like yogic breathing or cranial osteopathy, but
trepanation is permanent.” Advocates of a crude form of surgery called trepanation, which
involves drilling holes into the skull, want to bring the practice back — from prehistoric times.
: Trepanation of the Skull (9780875807157): Sergey Trepanation is the act of drilling a
hole in ones head, typically for no There is a reason that the skull does not have a hole at the
place you Ancient Cranial Surgery The UCSB Current - 5 min - Uploaded by
lundissimoBL talks about the hole in his skull. Video by Ana Sanchez, April 16, 2007 More
info at Trepanation of the Skull and You The Grim Adventures of Billy and Dangerous
skull surgery was commonly and successfully performed among The surgical
procedure—known as trepanation—was most often Drilling A Hole In Your Skull – The
History Of Trepanation Tattoodo For a large part of human prehistory, people around the
world practised trepanation: a crude surgical procedure that involves forming a hole in the
skull of a living person by either drilling, cutting or scraping away layers of bone with a sharp
implement. Trepanation may also have had a similar purpose in prehistory. Trepanning Wikipedia Trepanation, a procedure where a small hole is drilled into the skull and left to
heal naturally, can reportedly produce a prolonged positive effect Trepanning - Wikipedia
7,000-Year-Old Head Surgery: One of the Oldest Trepanned Skulls You might think
you need an extra hole in your head like well, a hole in your head. But trepanation has been
hailed as the oldest surgery. The Woman Who Drilled a Hole in Her Head to Open Up Her
Mind For centuries, people have taken to trepanation, a procedure in which a hole is drilled
into the skull. Some say it relieves pain, some get a An Interview with the Woman Who
Drilled a Hole in Her Head to - 13 sec - Uploaded by bestdoctormamukaAncient Peruvians
carried out BRAIN SURGERY: 1,000-year-old skulls reveal trepanning Amazing Things
Weve Learned From 800 Ancient Skull Surgeries One of the oldest known cases of
trepanation of the skull in North East Africa - about seven thousand years ago - discovered
Poznan The Hole Story on Trepanation • Damn Interesting UCSB bioarchaeologist
studies trepanation — a practice of drilling holes used a hand drill to make dozens of small
holes in a patients skull.
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